Happy Lunar New Year!

All of us at EASC wish you and your loved ones a safe and happy Year of the Tiger! Please see below for some exciting New Year events happening online and around campus.

**APIFSA Lunar New Year Celebration | Tuesday, February 1 | 4:00-5:00pm (PT) | REGISTER**

Join USC APIFSA to celebrate the Year of the Tiger with a Lunar New Year banner-making workshop. Everyone is welcome to attend this social hour workshop where we will also share Lunar New Year traditions and activities.

**USC Lunar New Year Celebration | Thursday, February 10 | 1:00-3:00pm (PT)**

APIFSA has joined with USC’s Office of Religious Life, Asian Pacific American Student Services, and Asian Pacific Alumni Association to host a **Lunar New Year Celebration on Thursday, February 10, 1-3pm** in the University Religious Center Courtyard.
UPCOMING EVENT

Graduate Professionalization Series

Every Talk is a Job Talk: Even on Zoom
Tuesday, February 15 | 12:00PM - 1:00PM (PT) | REGISTER

The East Asian Studies Center, in partnership with the Center for International Studies and the Korean Studies Institute, is hosting a workshop for graduate students designed to address the challenges of presentations with special attention to the importance of treating all talks like job talks. This workshop will provide tips on public speaking and give advice on the basics of good presentations, no matter the setting.

This workshop is led by Jenny Chio, the Associate Professor of East Asian Languages and Culture & Anthropology and Sherry Zaks, the Assistant Professor of Political Science. The event will be moderated by Saori Katada, CIS Director and Professor of International Relations.

EASC Graduate Fellowships
DEADLINE THIS FRIDAY

The EASC Graduate Fellowship deadline is this Friday! These graduate fellowships provide summer stipends, typically between $1,000-$3,000, depending on the proposed course of study. The purpose of the award is to advance understanding of East Asia and/or US-Asia relations. Awards are given based on the quality of the proposed project and budgets submitted with the application. The award may be used for research, language training or area studies, and can also be used for research including Asia in a comparative context or as a case study.

The deadline to apply for EASC Graduate Fellowships is 5:00PM on Friday, February 4, 2022.

Event Tomorrow
Dornsife Majors and Minors Fair
TUE, FEB 1 | 11:00AM - 2:00PM
Come meet the EASC staff and learn about our majors and minors at the Dornsife Majors and Minors Fair! USC Dornsife will host an information fair highlighting
Dornsife majors and minors on Tuesday, February 1 from 11:00AM – 2:00PM on Trousdale Parkway. Come find out about Global East Asia Maymesters, the EAAS Honors Program, and our upcoming EASC events and activities.

Event Friday

EASC New Book Series: Modern Japan
Timothy Yang and Susan Burns
FRI, FEB 4 | 4:00PM-5:30PM (PT) | REGISTER
Join us for the next EASC New Book Series on Modern Japan on Friday, February 4! Register to attend this book discussion on A Medicated Empire: The Pharmaceutical Industry and Modern Japan (Cornell University Press, 2021) with author Timothy M. Yang (Assistant Professor of History, University of Georgia) and discussant Susan L. Burns (Professor of History and East Asian Languages and Civilizations, University of Chicago).

This monthly series is organized by Benjamin Uchiyama, USC Assistant Professor of History, and introduces recent publications by first-time authors in modern Japanese studies to the USC community and the wider public. We hope to see you on Zoom!

Event Reminder

EASC New Book Series: Sinophone Studies
Hentyle Yapp and Kandice Chuh
WED, FEB 9 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM (PT) | REGISTER
Join us for the next EASC New Book Series on Sinophone Studies next week! Register to attend this book discussion on Minor China: Method, Materialisms, and the Aesthetic (Duke University Press, 2021) with author Hentyle Yapp (Assistant Professor in the Department of Art and Public Policy, New York University) and discussant Kandice Chuh (Professor of English, American Studies, and Critical Social Psychology at the CUNY Graduate Center).

This monthly series is organized by Li-Ping Chen, Postdoctoral Scholar & Teaching Fellow in the USC East Asian Studies Center, and introduces recent publications by first-time authors in Sinophone studies to the USC community and the wider public. We hope to see you on Zoom!
Deadline: February 28, 2022 | FLYER
The Libraries at the University of Southern California, together with USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, are pleased to announce a search for a two-year postdoctoral scholar whose work would be enhanced by association with two USC Libraries units: Music/Performing Arts and East Asian/Pacific Rim. Sponsored by the USC Collections Convergence Initiative (CCI), the postdoctoral scholar would engage with these library units, further their research program, and teach three undergraduate courses in each of two years of the appointment.

To see more funding and job opportunities, please check out our Other Funding page.

Events around USC, CA & Beyond
MA In Japanese Film
Tuesday, Feb. 1 | 5:00PM - 6:15PM | UCLA Terasaki Center for Japanese Studies | RSVP

Towards a US-Korea Tech Alliance
Wednesday, February 2 | 9:00AM - 10:00AM | Korea Society | RSVP

Books, Texts, and Images Working Group visits the Shengjing city view at the Veslaslavasay Panorama
Friday, Feb. 4 | 1:30PM - 2:30PM | Levan Institute for the Humanities | RSVP

‘Disability’ in the Laws of Early and Middle Period China - Colloquium by Robin D.S. Yates
Friday, Feb. 4 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM | UC Berkeley Center for Chinese Studies | RSVP

USC PAM Lunar New Year Festival 2022
Saturday, Feb. 5 | 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM | Pacific Asia Museum | RSVP

Support EASC

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?
easc@dornsife.usc.edu

For more news and information about the USC East Asian Studies Center visit usc.edu/easc